Retinal RED

A Multicenter Prospective Observational «Natural History» Study in Patients With Choroideremia

Rare Eye Disease concerned by the trial: Choroideremia

Status of the trial: Active, not recruiting
Orphan drug recognition: N/A

Inclusion criteria: Healthy individuals with choroideremia (20/200 or better vision) willing to participate in an observational study and meeting the eligibility criteria.

Exclusion criteria: click here to see detailed criteria

Inclusion opening date: 01/01/2017
Inclusion closing date (previsional): 01/01/2019

Children ✅
Adults ✅

Within ERN-EYE members

Principal location of the trial:
Maolya - National Rare Disease Center
Centre national de référence affections sensorielles génétiques
CHU Gui de Chauliac
80, avenue Augustin Fliche
34 295 Montpellier Cedex 5

Contact details

Principal investigator name:
Isabelle Meunier

Other investigators:
None

Funder type: Drug company - Industry

More informations